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Services Provided:
Chimney Cleaning/Services
Traders Overall Rating:

Number of reviews:

10 Points

244

Customer Service
Quality of Work/Service
Punctuality / Efficiency / Time Taken

Comments from consumers who have used this trader
01-Dec-2019

The sweeping itself was done with obvious care,
thoroughness and efficiency. It was also very helpful to
have a discussion concerning how best to use the
(wood burning) stove.

14-Nov-2019

Very professional, Quentin gave very good advice, very
punctual, an excellent service and will not hesitate to
use again, and also recommend to others.

11-Nov-2019

Polite,friendly and professional. Advice on how to get
the best out of your woodburner and any on going
maintenance required. An excellent service.

06-Nov-2019

Quentin from ProSweep is an excellent friendly
chimney sweep. He is extremely knowledgeable,
punctual, tidy and thorough. I have used ProSweep for
a number of years and have recommended ProSweep
to my family and friends who are also very happy with
them. I will continue to recommend ProSweep to
others.

06-Nov-2019

Impeccable service, from my first inquiry to completion
of the job. Not only in doing the work quickly,
efficiently and cleanly, but going the extra mile with
help and advice on sources of suitable fuels, use of
smoke detector, and efficient operation of my
wood-burner. 100% all round!

18-Oct-2019

Fantastic service from ProSweep with lots of advice on
the care and workings of our woodburner. Will
definitely be calling upon their services again and can
highly recommend.

01-Oct-2019
28-Sep-2019

An excellent clean and professional job. I also got some
useful maintenance tips to help me keep my stove in
good order. I strongly recommend him.

25-Sep-2019

Quentin was very helpful, not only cleaning the
chimney of our woodburner, but also taking the time to
explain to us how the woodburner worked, as we have
only just bought our home and were not familiar with
the use of the fire. Would definitely recommend.
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18-Sep-2019

Excellent service as always.

10-Sep-2019

Friendly punctate and clean.

07-Sep-2019

First time using ProSweep and very happy with the
service received. Quentin arrived on time, provided a
thorough clean for my woodburner and chimney, all
without any mess at all. He was friendly, professional
and answered all my questions about how to get the
best from my woodburner. Certificate of sweep
provided. Would not hesitate to recommend to others.

06-Sep-2019

Quentin provides a very professional service. He is
punctual, trustworthy and the property is always left
clean and tidy. I would not hesitate to recommend him.

29-Aug-2019

Quentin is brisk, works cleanly, offers good advice and
is pleasingly genial company. Can also cope with
mummified bats. Recommended without hesitation.

22-Aug-2019

Could not fault the service from this local buisness
from start to finish. Arrive at the time booked, very
clean and very informative and charged a very
resonable fee .

18-Jul-2019

We had an open fire chimney swept also a wood burner
and the level of service received was professional and
friendly, we would recommend ProSweep highly for the
efficient work carried out.

11-Jul-2019

Very professional service from Quentin whom we have
used for a number of years. Very clean and tidy with no
mess and always provides sound advice for the care of
our wood burner.

01-Jul-2019

Quentin offers a very professional service and always
leaves the premises exactly how it was left and very
clean. We trust his expertise 100% and he goes that
extra mile to ensure everything is safe. He is reliable
and trustworthy and fully recommend ProSweep.

28-Jun-2019

I have used ProSweep service for several years.
ProSweep email me in early Summer to remind me the
chimney needs sweeping. The task of cleaning the
chimney is efficiently carried out with everything left in
'apple pie order' The service is very reasonably priced .
ProSweep provide advice where needed and I cannot
find fault with the service.

25-Jun-2019

A highly professional company, polite, knowledgable,
clean and tidy, punctual. Would highly recommend to
anybody.

20-Jun-2019

Very good service by a very reliable and efficient man

14-Jun-2019

Excellent all round, many other businesses could learn
from the high level of service given

11-Jun-2019

We trust Quentin as our chimney sweep. We get yearly
reminders that is helpful. He is prompt at replying
when we then request a sweep and books us an
appointment to fit in with our timings. He is polite and
his work is excellent and as such he's been our sweep
for many years.

08-Jun-2019
04-Jun-2019

Quentin was friendly, knowledgable and helpful. A very
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professional service.
02-Jun-2019

A thoroughly efficient job, as usual. Professionally
cleaned chimney, excellent advice about how to keep
the log stove and flue clean and the types of logs to
buy.

02-Jun-2019

Excellent: Quentin is extremely reliable, professional
and efficient.

02-Jun-2019

Excellent: Quentin is extremely reliable, professional
and efficient.

23-May-2019

Have used Quentin for many years now and always find
him friendly, reliable and leaves the lounge
immaculately tidy afterwards. Highly recommended.

22-May-2019

Excellent, thorough and friendly service, as always

22-May-2019

Excellent, thorough and friendly service, as always

21-May-2019

Excellent service,as always

13-May-2019

Friendly ,thorough and left lounge tidy and clean. All
you could ask for.

20-Feb-2019

Awesome - great to watch a true professional in action.
Definitely knows his stuff and some very useful tips.
Already booked for a 12 month re-visit.

13-Feb-2019

Quentin is extremely professional and has an indepth
knowledge of Chimney sweeping. He was very polite
and had time to answer all my questions. He also
offered some good advice and was a real star. I would
have no hesitation to recommend Quentin. Many
thanks!!!

12-Feb-2019

Delighted.

06-Feb-2019

Thorough, conscientious and careful service. He is a
clean worker and gives helpful advice. Has tried
various types of equipment to deal with difficult access
to flue on one of our fires.

25-Jan-2019

I have been using ProSweep for a number of year's now
and Quentin has always been extremely friendly,
courteous and professional. Quite often he has given
me advice on how to obtain the best performance from
my wood burner and his advice has been spot on. I
would highly recommend him.

08-Jan-2019

Excellent service , friendly , clean , reliable ,on time
and gave some good advice , would reccomend to
anyone , very happy .

02-Jan-2019

Prosweep did a thorough job of cleaning our two
chimneys, gave useful advice and left the house as
clean as they found it. They were knowledgeable, easy
to communicate with and very well organised, plus
they arrived on time to the minute. Highly
recommended.

05-Dec-2018

Absolutely amazing service and a fair price! ProSweep
had a cancellation so offered to come a week early.
They arrived when they said they would and were
nothing but professional. They did the job quickly and
left no trace they were even there after it was
completed. They even cleaned my wood burner! Would
highly reccomend!
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02-Dec-2018

Very professional and informative. A very clean
experience.

30-Nov-2018

Professional, friendly service. Would high recommend.

15-Nov-2018

Very pleased with the chimney sweep, Efficent ,Tidy
and clean no mess at all . Thank you ð

12-Nov-2018

Quentin is friendly , reliable and professional. He does
a fantastic job and gives the chimney a proper old
fashioned sweep with brushes . This is the second time
we have used him and we will be regular customers. I
have been charged more elsewhere with a less
effective chimney sweep . Highly recommended

10-Nov-2018

Excellent, efficient and professional service

09-Nov-2018

Extremely happy with the service and friendliness of
Pro Sweep. He was happy to answer my questions and
took time to explain the condition of our chimney,
providing very helpful advice. Will definitely be using
Pro Sweep for our future chimney maintenance. Thanks
PRO SWEEP.

07-Nov-2018

Excellent service. Punctual, clean & tidy,
knowledgeable, friendly and professional. Have
recommended to family and friends and will continue
to do so.

30-Oct-2018

Prosweep are the best chimney cleaning providers I
have ever used, They do everything they say they will
and more. I have recommended them to friends and
would continue to do so. They are a pleasure to use.

29-Oct-2018

Good efficient service and helpful advice. Will use
again next time

29-Oct-2018

Professional and friendly chimney sweep, gave great
advice on the after care of the stove and chimney.
Customer focused and not a spec of soot! would
recommend to use Quentin at ProSweep.

14-Sep-2018

Quentin was great. Right from the beginning his
telephone manner was polite and professional, when
he came to do the job he was prepared and got
straight on with the job. After he spent 5 minutes
telling me how to get the best out of my burner and
general good advice. He was professional throughout, I
have already recommended him to two friends. Will
definitely be using him next year.

12-Sep-2018

Excellent service, and given fantastic advice. 100% will
be using again.

02-Sep-2018

Superb efficiency and friendly service

16-Aug-2018
15-Aug-2018

Had my chimney swept by Quentin yesterday and I am
extremely impressed with the service he provided.
Very professional, reasonably priced and his knowledge
of the job was second to none. I am so pleased that my
chimney is now done and ready for the winter and I am
not rushing around trying to find a chimney sweep at
the last minute as I have for the last few years. I have
already booked Quentin to come back this time next
year! 5 star service *****
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10-Aug-2018

We engage Mr Board each summer to clean and
inspect our chimney. The booking process is efficient,
he arrives on the dot and the work is carried out
quickly and, most importantly, with the greatest care
being taken to ensure no mess around the fireplace. He
has also advised us on chimney care (to avoid
dangerous tar build-up) and we follow his advice
carefully.

10-Aug-2018

We engage Mr Board each summer to clean and
inspect our chimney. The booking process is efficient,
he arrives on the dot and the work is carried out
quickly and, most importantly, with the greatest care
being taken to ensure no mess around the fireplace. He
has also advised us on chimney care (to avoid
dangerous tar build-up) and we follow his advice
carefully.

09-Aug-2018

A fantastic service from Quentin at Prosweep which
included some great advice on how to get the most out
of my wood burning stove. Have used Prosweep for a
number of years and have always been very impressed
with the professional service.

09-Aug-2018

does a very good job always on time cleaning tidy very
professional you won't go wrong using this company
thanks

03-Aug-2018

We have used Quentin of Prosweep for several years
now and have always had excellant service and advice.
I would recommend him to my family and friends.

02-Aug-2018

Couldn't be better. Always prompt, no mess at all and
excellent advice given along with professional chimney
cleaning.

30-Jul-2018

Prompt, polite, efficient and reasonably priced

23-Jul-2018
18-Jul-2018

Care taken to keep fire area clean from soot and
therefore lounge also kept clean. Took care with
bringing equipment in and out of house so no marks
left. Professional manner but also sociable. Paperwork
completed and certificate of cleaning left for insurance
purposes. Good oral feedback on chimney condition. A
non stressful experience.

15-Jul-2018

Easy to contact, returned our call promptly, arrived
promptly, was polite and friendly, very neat work and
helpful advice.

04-Jun-2018

Quentin puts the Pro in ProSweep - he's impeccably
clean in his work, is always well presented and polite,
plus provides a great level of customer service with
useful advice and contacts. Couldn't ask for more from
your chimney sweep and I don't hesitate to
recommend him.

02-Jun-2018

excellent booking system, on time, protects your
carpet with a strong black cover and a long clean given
to the chimney.I would strongly recommend .

31-May-2018

Fantastic quick and efficient service. Being a wood
burning stove novice I was really great full for the
crash course in maintenance and what to use and burn.
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14-May-2018

Professional, punctual and polite

03-May-2018

Superb service, as always. Everything left spotless (we
wouldn't have known that he'd been there! After-sales
advice always helpful and positive.

02-May-2018

Excellent service all round. I would definitely
recommend Prosweep.

28-Apr-2018

Great service as always. Reliable polite and friendly.
Customer service as it should be! Many thanks!

22-Mar-2018

5 star service from start to finish. Thank you very
much. Will definitely see you again next time we need
a sweep!

15-Feb-2018

Very friendly and obviously experienced, did a great
job and was very clean and even cleaned my log
burner door. I also received some very good tips and
advice on my log burner, how to improve it and
contacts to request advice about a chimney flue.
Would use again and recommend to others.

08-Feb-2018

Exceptional service, very clean tidied up well
afterwards and gave helpful advice with regard to our
chimney and followed up with comprehensive notes via
email. Would recommend highly.

03-Feb-2018

Excellent Punctual quick and clean Noticed problem
with fire that was immediately rectified

27-Jan-2018

Excellent service, very clean would highly recommend.

23-Jan-2018

Excellent service. Always tidies up and does a really
efficient & thorough job. Highly recommend

22-Jan-2018

This was the first sweep since having our stove fitted,
so am still learning. I had loads of questions and Mr
Board answered all my questions and was so helpful.
Clean and tidy job done in what seemed like no time at
all. Thank you I am feeling more confident about my
stove and wood burning now. ð

10-Jan-2018

Efficient knowledgeable and friendly service , would
highly recommend .

08-Jan-2018

Excellent in all respects

06-Jan-2018

Excellent and very helpful. The job was completed very
efficiently with no mess and a cheerful smile
throughout. Will definitely use Prosweep again.

05-Jan-2018

I have been lucky enough to have used Quinten Board
for the last few years, he always does an excellent jab
and I would recommend him to anybody who want's a
first class job done on their chimneys

14-Dec-2017

Very good service by Quentin, turned up on time did a
good job and the lounge was spotless. Also happy to
give general advice to a relative novice with a log
burner!

13-Dec-2017

Lovely man. Arrived early, super job, very thorough
and clean. Very helpful and informative.

10-Dec-2017

An excellent prompt service professionaly carried out
with minimal disruption at a very competitive price, I
will definitely be using Prosweep again. Thank you.

02-Dec-2017

Excellent service - friendly, thorough and informative.

22-Nov-2017

As always Quentin gave a first class service.
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20-Nov-2017

Initially very easy to arrange an appointment that
suited us both. Quentin was on time, polite, and went
above and beyond to ensure he told me important
information about how to look after my stove. I was
overall very impressed, and I will definitely be using his
services again in future. Thanks very much!

12-Nov-2017

Every element of dealing with ProSweep was excellent.
Communication was great, turned up on time and did a
thorough job. Cleanliness was superb and also offered
some excellent advice to get the best out of my wood
burner. I will definitely book again for next year and
recommend anyone looking for first class chimney
sweeping services go to ProSweep.

06-Nov-2017

excellent service and very pleasant sweep. would use
again

01-Nov-2017

This is the second year we have used Prosweep and
have been very impressed on both occasions. Quentin
is very professional, friendly, extremely clean and tidy
and reliable. His knowledge is excellent and is happy to
help you get the best from your fire or log burner. He is
also happy to answer any questions you may have. We
have recommended Quentin to several people now.
Great service!

31-Oct-2017

Excellent service will definitely use again

30-Oct-2017

Quentin provides an excellent service - he arrives on
time, is very polite, whilst also being friendly. On this
occasion I had a request from a family member to help
with an event in Teignmouth on the morning that
Quentin was due. I mentioned this to him and he kindly
carried out the task as quickly as he could - very
considerate of him. I have passed his details to various
neighbours, being confident that they could also
benefit from his skills.

29-Oct-2017

very reliable does a good clean job

24-Oct-2017

As always, great service from Quentin at Pro Sweep.
Clean & tidy, and always really informative with his
sweep and info on our woodburner. Excellent service
all round. See you next year!

18-Oct-2017

Courteous, tidy and a joy to have in the house. The
best sweep in Devon!

08-Oct-2017

Excellent sevice. Polite, efficient and very professional
manner. A throughly good job done well and at an
extremely good price. I will be using Prosweepâs
serices again. Thatâs for sure.

05-Oct-2017

Very professional, friendly and clean work. Great
advice and high level of attention to detail, no
hesitation in recommending

01-Oct-2017

As always, on time and an efficient service with
excellent attention to detail. Quentin leaves the
fireplace spotless and always does a lovely job. He
chats to the children when they ask questions and is
very pleasant to us all. I would highly recommend him.

19-Sep-2017
18-Sep-2017

Quentin Board is someone with whom it's a pleasure to
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do business. His professional, totally competent
approach came with courteous friendliness. Our flue
was given the most thorough clean ever, and the
unexpected added matter of a wrongly fitted baffle
plate, plus dealing with a very user-unfriendly fixing
screw, was all handled with expert good humour. He
also gave us helpful information and advice, which left
us feeling that we had received very good value
indeed. This was the first time we had used the
services of ProSweep ~ it certainly won't be the last.
13-Sep-2017

An excellent and thorough service. Quentin explained
what he was doing and how I could better look after my
log burner. I did expect there to be some dust and soot
created but it my lounge was left spotless. I have no
hesitation in recommending Prosweep.

05-Sep-2017

Completely professional, very knowledgable and VERY
clean. I have and will continue to use Quentin as my
chimney sweep for as long as necessary and will
recommend to as many people as I can. Thankyou and
see you next year!

30-Aug-2017

Have used ProSweep for the last 5 years, excellent
service, always clean and tidy, great advice, very
efficient and a good price! Proper Job! Highly
recommended.

01-Aug-2017

The work was superb but as important given the risk of
dirt and dust was the effort Quentin put into keeping
the house clean. When he left there was no evidence of
any dust or dirt and the chimney was swept. We have
used him for several years now and when we move will
ask him to sweep the new chimney.

09-Jul-2017

Excellent service, Quentin arrived on time and did a
very good job Very clean, no mess and reasonably
priced. I will and have recommended him to my friends
and very happy to do so.

04-Jul-2017

Absolutely top chap, always turns-up on time, makes
no mess at all and provides a thorough service that is
very confidence inspiring.

27-Jun-2017

ProSweep offers an absolutely outstanding service.
Would definitely recommend!

12-Jun-2017

Quentin carried out another excellent chimney sweep
for us. As always, he was polite, courteous and left
everything immaculately clean. The advice he offers is
always very useful. On this occasion we had to ask
Quentin to delay his visit slightly due to an unexpected
visit to the vets, which he did without complaint. We
are always more than happy to recommend him to any
of our friends with open fires or wood burners.

04-May-2017

As always ProSweep provided a fantastic service. The
stoves and chimneys were cleaned, tested & certified
with everything left spotlessly clean. Quentin is friendly
and knowledgeable and can give good advice on any
aspect of stoves and woodburning.

03-May-2017

Provided additional advice and contacts for other
services as well as a clean and efficient sweep.
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01-May-2017

Excellent service again! Punctual, tidy, great price.
Highly recommended and a pleasure to talk to. Many
thanks.

01-May-2017

Highly professional, friendly and efficient. First class
service delivered with a smile. We were very impressed
and couldn't have asked for a better service. Brilliant!

30-Apr-2017

Quentin is polite, friendly, reliable and gives good
advice on cleaning, fuel etc. I would never use anyone
else.

27-Apr-2017

Very professional,friendly, arrives on time, leaves
everything clean and in place.Gives advice when
needed.Wood burner and chimney all safe and ready
for next use.E mail reminders, often with a discount
offer, are helpful.We have used other chimney sweeps
but this one is by far the "best in the west!"

27-Apr-2017

We received an excellent service from Pro Sweep. He
arrived promptly, carried out the task quickly with no
mess and gave us some very helpful tips. We were
very grateful.

18-Apr-2017

Excellent. Arrived on time. Friendly, professional and
extremely helpful. A great job. Much appreciated

14-Feb-2017

Prompt - polite and efficient service. Lots of useful
advice provided regarding the efficient use of our
log-burner. Clean and tidy, professional service. The
'reminder by e-mail' is a very good idea.

13-Feb-2017

Excellent service and price, friendly knowledgeable
chap. Highly recommended

11-Feb-2017

very happy

20-Jan-2017

100% happy with service. Very friendly and
professional. Offered advice on how to clean the fire
etc and offered extra advice on finding trades people
i.e. this site as we unfortunately were not so lucky with
a previous tradesman. Didnt try to sell further services
etc which is a nice change. Thank you, very happy.

05-Jan-2017

Efficient and professional service and they were able to
come at short notice, even responding to our query
over the bank holiday. Can't fault them! Highly
recommended.

08-Dec-2016

Friendly, professional, efficient, helpful and on time:
what more could you ask?

04-Dec-2016

The service from Quinton was first. Class on time very
efficient and really clean , that was the best service
I've had from a chimney sweep in Devon , in fact I've
already booked again for next year and will continue to
recommend to anyone looking for a professional
service .

25-Nov-2016

Faultless! Professional. polite and friendly. Quentin
allowed plenty of time to do a thorough job and talk
about ways to keep a healthy chimney with a wood
burning stove. No more searching for a reliable
chimney sweep - Quentin at PROSWEEP ticks all the
boxes. Thank you!

17-Nov-2016

Superb. You won't find better. Friendly and professional
service. Also advice which will save me money on fuel.
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My woodburner lit and burned far better after Quentin
cleaned the chimney. cleaned and cleared away as he
went so a spotless job. Excellent value for money. I was
charged twice the price in France. Many thanks for a
job well done.
15-Nov-2016

Excellent customer service from booking appointment
to turning up on time and carrying out the sweep. Also
good advice and interest in helping me understand
how to get the best out of my open fire.

15-Nov-2016

Perfect - arrived on time, v helpful and efficient, no
mess cannot find any fault. Will use again next year!

09-Nov-2016

The task was completed at the agreed date and time.
The chimney was swept with no mess and the house
was left clean and tidy. Good advice given on alarms
and and fuel to use. Excellent

23-Oct-2016

Excellent.

20-Oct-2016

Excellent service from first contact, very clean work,
excellent communication very friendly and helpful. Will
definitely use again.

18-Oct-2016

a very efficient, knowledgeable and professional
service, would recommend.

24-Sep-2016

Excellent work n service

15-Sep-2016

I will recommend ProSweep to anyone. The work done
is very efficient and very clean! I have also been given
very good advice as to what fuel is best to use in my
grate. II cannot speak highly enough of this company.

14-Sep-2016

Excellent service throughout, very professional and
prompt..

09-Sep-2016
24-Aug-2016

Excellent communication, quality service and a
trustworthy business operator. I will definitely use
Prosweep again and will recommend to others.

19-Aug-2016

Quinton has always provided a valuable & professional
service to me for a dual fuel burner. He is punctual &
considerate to your home & furnishings. His knowledge
& advice is extensive & useful as never had a burner
before & it's reassuring we are using it properly. He
emails timely reminders for yearly sweep without
pressure. His prices have always been reasonable & he
gets straight down to job, he asks relevant questions
cleaning as he goes including inside fire & a smoke
test.

18-Aug-2016

Superb- reliable & thorough - provides valuable advice
re use and maintenance of wood burner.

20-Jul-2016

Quentin is extremely professional in the way he
approaches his work. From start to finish, he just gets
on with the job in hand in an extremely efficient and
reliable way. There is no mess at all - we have cream
furniture and I never feel the need to cover it over.
Added to this, he is very polite, knowledgeable about
woodburners and intent on making sure you are happy
with his services. Most impressed.and would
recommend him to others unreservedly.
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07-Jul-2016

Needed our chimney swept at short notice. Found
Quentin by googling and was impressed with the 5 star
reviews! He came to carry out the job the next day,
was punctual, professional, knowledgeable and
friendly. No mess. Thoroughly cleaned up when
finished. Highly recommend!

07-Jul-2016

I consider the service excellent: Quentin was quite
professional and exceptionally knowledgeable about
his business and some of the things he imparted were
of great help to me. I wouldn't hesitate to recommend
him to anyone and, in saying that, he will be having my
business from now on. Many thanks Pro Sweep

01-Jun-2016

Excellent and thorough service as always. Friendly and
helpful tips on getting the most out of a wood-burning
stove. Would strongly recommend ProSweep to friends
& family.

28-Apr-2016

As always, excellent service. Good cleaning, and also
advice.

28-Apr-2016

Excellent professional service; Quentin was able to fit
us in at quite short notice and delivered a prompt,
thorough and friendly service plus some very useful
advice which was much appreciated. Would not
hesitate to recommend.

27-Apr-2016

Prompt efficient service, very thorough compared to
other sweeps I have had in the past, good value for
money and nothing was too much trouble for Quentin.

07-Apr-2016

I've been delighted with the excellent service I have
received and a very professional job every time
Quentin comes

24-Mar-2016

Q was excellent , there was no mess, and was more
than helpful when finding major problems with the way
the wood burner had been fitted . would highly
recommend

08-Mar-2016

Great advice about managing open fires

31-Jan-2016

Excellent - knowledgeable, and very generous with his
advice and expertise. Was happy to spend time
answering queries before, during and after. Great
customer service.

20-Jan-2016
13-Jan-2016

Efficient and friendly service at a very reasonable cost,
will be definitely be calling again when time for the
next sweep!

06-Jan-2016

Excellent customer service, very professional work
carried out with a full explanation of the work carried
out during the process. Very prompt on timings and
when he left it looked like we had a new fireplace! Very
Happy with this service and would highly recommend
to others.

16-Dec-2015

Great, friendly and reliable service, this is the second
job ProSweep has completed for me, I would hoose
ProSweep every time!

10-Dec-2015

We live at the top of a lot of steps a long way from the
road, this seemed no problem, the job was done very
professionally & happily, we were given advice on
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safety etc & there was no mess at all. Very happy &
polite service. Can't praise enough. Thank you very
much. We will use again next year for sure.
09-Dec-2015

Very efficient and friendly.

09-Dec-2015

Very professional, efficient and competitive price.
Would highly recommend ProSweep

24-Nov-2015

Very professional comprehensive service.

20-Nov-2015

Excellent, quick, clean service. Friendly and helpful,
highly recommend

10-Nov-2015

Clean, efficient, operative, on time, gave lots of helpful
advice - would recommend

05-Nov-2015

VERY PROFESSIONAL FRIENDLY SERVICE. RELIABLE
AND VALUE FOR MONEY.

29-Oct-2015

Excellent value and service

29-Oct-2015

Excellent service, cannot fault his business

27-Oct-2015

All round ground great service - Very pleased. A++

27-Oct-2015

Excellent service and good advice given

21-Oct-2015

Excellent service, very polite and ensured that fire
surround and room left tidy

20-Oct-2015

Excellent service. Polite and helpful. Would recommend
to others.

20-Oct-2015
15-Oct-2015
13-Oct-2015

Leaving this review on behalf of my mum who I
recommended you to, she's was very pleased with the
efficient and competitively priced service and has now
recommended you to her friends. Thanks.

08-Oct-2015

Gave good safety advice

08-Oct-2015

clean and efficient service. good knowledge and
advice. felt total confidence in the standard of service.

07-Oct-2015

Worked in a tidy, timely fashion. Informative re; care of
log burner. Friendly and professional approach
throughout

07-Oct-2015

Fantastic and efficient, clean and full of good advice for
the management of our chimneys. We strongly
recommend him.

24-Sep-2015

Very friendly and efficient. Left no mess and gave
helpful advice.

22-Sep-2015

Very helpful and informative advice and a thorough job
done.

18-Sep-2015

Excellent service, very clean and tidy job done, will
defiantly use again. Fantastic price for a job well done

10-Sep-2015
10-Sep-2015
07-Sep-2015

Offered a professional service and I believe he
delivered on that promise, clean and tidy too.

07-Sep-2015

Punctual, polite, friendly, tidy. He explained everything
he was doing and advised.

06-Sep-2015

Superb service. Excellent communication, arrived
promptly. Was extremely conscientious and polite.
Performed the chimney clean in an efficient manner
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leaving our home clean and tidy. Wonderful people
person and this company will now have all our
business....thank goodness we found him!
28-Aug-2015

First Class!

20-Aug-2015

Quick to respond, appoinment booked and kept to
time. Cleaned thoroughly. Advised on couple of things
and cheerful too.

17-Aug-2015

Very professional Very reliable Very efficient.

07-Aug-2015
28-Jul-2015

Annual sweep.

28-Jul-2015

Chimney sweep - Excellent, friendly and useful advice
every time.

28-Jul-2015

Efficient and extremely helpful in explaining about my
wood burner and back boiler.

22-Jul-2015

Wood burning stove chimney swept.

20-Jul-2015

Chimney Sweep: - Professional - Polite and friendly Clean and tidy - Punctual.

13-Jul-2015

Polite, efficient, and informative. V. professional.

13-Jul-2015

Knowledgeable & punctual, professional manner. Used
for the last four years since stove installed. Happy to
carry on with services of Prosweep.

15-Jun-2015

Wood burner fire sweep and smoke test. Very good and
informative service. Will use again as great value and
service.

09-Jun-2015

Fantastic, friendly, comprehensive and very helpful.

09-Jun-2015

Friendly, helpful and knowledgeable. Quentin answered
all my questions in what to burn, how to clean etc.
Superb service and very tidy.

09-Jun-2015

Excellent service, highly recommended.

06-May-2015

Quentin provided top quality service on our chimney
and wood burner. Plus lots of useful information.

16-Mar-2015

Excellent. Couldn't be better!

11-Mar-2015
11-Mar-2015

Excellent - clean - helpful and informative.

11-Mar-2015

Excellent work.

11-Feb-2015

Absolutely fantastic service, advice and communication
- Highly recommended!

18-Dec-2014

This company is excellent in all departments. I have
used them twice.

18-Dec-2014

Very methodical, clean and tidy worker. I have used
the same person for 2 years

18-Dec-2014

Very good chimney sweep Has very good knowledge of
the business and what ccustomers require. Good
service

18-Dec-2014

Quick appointment (I'd expect to wait). Punctual, clean
and tidy, useful advice and information

18-Dec-2014

Excellent service, punctual and clean worker. Would
recommend to a friend

17-Dec-2014

I found this service to be very efficient and professional

17-Dec-2014

Excellent and professional service, couldn't ask for
better, definately recommend and use again next year.
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17-Dec-2014
17-Dec-2014
17-Dec-2014

Excellent service from Quentin, would highly
recommend to others

17-Dec-2014

Excellent service

17-Dec-2014

The service was excellent, no mess whatsoever, Would
recommend to friends

17-Dec-2014

Lovely service will use again

10-Dec-2014

Excellent professional, knowledgeable, courteous and
clean service

06-Dec-2014

Very good service, the chimney sweep was very
informative and professional.

24-Nov-2014

Friendly, knowledgeable, helpful, competent and clean.

20-Nov-2014

Great service, prompt response and sound advice
given.

17-Oct-2014

On time, friendly , informative

17-Oct-2014

Very Good

17-Oct-2014

Very good service and well priced

17-Oct-2014

Pleasant manner, good advice, clean, thorough

17-Oct-2014

Friendly, clean and efficient with good advice for
cleaner burning

17-Oct-2014

Chimney swept

17-Oct-2014

Pro-sweep provide a prompt and very professional
chimney sweeping service

17-Oct-2014

Chimney swept and birdsnest (old) removed

17-Oct-2014

Excellent efficient service, Very knowledgeable and
helpful beyond simply sweeping chimney.

17-Oct-2014

Very nice chap - courteous and very helpful

17-Oct-2014

Chimney sweep, excellent service. Would gladly
recommend

17-Oct-2014

Fab service and a great price. Swept 3 chimneys in my
house, was very clean and quick

17-Oct-2014

I found Prosweep to be very efficient and friendly, will
definately be using them again.

17-Oct-2014

the best chimney clean ever, very punctual, quick
clean and efficient

17-Oct-2014
17-Oct-2014
17-Oct-2014

I can't praise him high enough!

16-Oct-2014
16-Oct-2014

Very friendly, clean & tidy, helpful. A pleasure to have
him in the house very professional.

16-Oct-2014
16-Oct-2014

Well qualified. Very thorough and expert advice given.

16-Oct-2014
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